more clearly, one that argued for the nation, that was anti-Confucian, and that was completely opposed to China and " foreign countries." It called for removing power from the Bakufu (shogunate) and returning it to the one considered to be the only legitimate ruler of Japan: the emperor. This ideological countermovement, given the stamp of approval of the Kokugaku (National Learning), appealed to the sources of antiquity from its very beginning in the eighteenth century. Its myths and legends were based on its ideology and were defined as the only true expression of the Japanese essence. The Kokugaku was thus a strictly nationally oriented spiritual tendency, for which it was increasingly important that it exercise its political goals. As a consequence it was united in the early nineteenth century with the other nationalistic school of the period, the so-called Mito School (Mitogaku). This latter movement also postulated a special and unique identity for Japan, expressed in the concept kokutai (national polity), and was based on the special place of the imperial house in Japan and its divine legitimization through its mythology.2 In contrast to the Kokugaku, the Mitogaku included Confucian ethics in its concept of the Japanese " national essence" (national polity) and was not satisfied merely with argumentation, but took an active part in the battles to do away with the shogunate.
Thus the Meiji Restoration of the year 1868, which brought an end to the shogunate as a governmental form and restored to the emperor his " ancient" right to rule, can only be traced back partially to the effects of foreign powers, particularly the U.S.A. and the famous " black ships " of Commodore Perry. Japan's transformation into a national state in the modern mold, in accordance with the state concept of the nineteenth century, would scarcely have been possible without this deeply embedded opposition taking shape in the country during those waning years and preparing for change, and without the actions of imperial loyalists from the Kokugaku and the Mitogaku schools already during the Tokugawa period.
It is thus quite logical that the spiritual substance and objectives of these early nationalist schools would also be handed down and propagated in the increasingly strong Japanese nationalism of the Meiji period.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century Shinto was declared to be a " supra-religious " state cult3 that every citizen had to take part in no matter what his personal credo might be. The central role in the process of national unification fell to the institution of the imperial house. Its position, which the Nationalists declared to be unique and incomparable, was regarded as being based in the mythical tradition of antiquity.
The image of Japan, propagated as a state ideology, reached its pinnacle in the postulate of a singular and unique " national essence," a specific Japanese kokutai, which was to distinguish Japan from all other nations.
In domestic politics this kokutai ideology offered a guideline for the spiritual maxims of a unified Japanese folk-nation and served the purpose of forming a unified folk state out of a heterogeneously divided populace. On the surface, this kind of homogeneous-appearing nation was intended to frighten off potential opponents as well as create the basis for the expansionistic power claims of the new Japanese empire. The ideological goal of these attempts at unification was applied to the creation of a Japanese " family state " that joined all its citizens, or subjects, with one another on the basis of kinship, and then projected this mystical-mythical community onto the figure of the emperor as the father of this national extended family. 4 As a result, the Japan of the early modern age engaged in an incredible wave of navel contemplation at the same time as Western science and technology were streaming into the land; this was " taking on Western technology while preserving the Japanese spirit." In uniting these two opposing principles modern Japan saw its chance to assert itself in the world.
THE FUNCTION OF SCHOOL EDUCATION
In the view of the rulers the implementation of these national-state and nationalistic concepts was hindered by a serious problem: the consciousness of the simple folk. They had been accustomed for centuries to think and exist in terms of small spatial categories, and thus it was for the most part quite strange to conceive of belonging to a nation of " Japanese." After the Meiji Restoration, messengers had to be sent throughout the land to report to the people that there was indeed an emperor for all of Japan. Since time immemorial the peasants and the citizens had paid their tribute and respect directly to the local lords. Everything that lay outside the boundaries of their own territory was " outside "-and thus " foreign." For other groups, e.g., the aristocratic samurai, their membership in a class or a caste served as the touchstone for being " inside " or " outside," for belonging or being foreign. Outside the nationalistic schools of Mitogaku and Kokugaku, prior to the Meiji Restoration practically no one had thought in national categories. Modern Japan found itself confronting here a very fundamental problem. The world of states at the close of the nineteenth century was one in which national states and their egotistical interests dominated. The Western countries, encouraged in spirit by social-Darwinistic speculations, carved out gigantic colonial empires. Traditional societies like those of India and China proved to be powerless against this imperialistic assault, and had to submit to the rule of hated strangers. This danger was clearly recognized in Japan, and Japanese leaders attempted to prevent it. The real powers in the Meiji state, the so-called Meiji Oligarchs, who exercised de facto rulership in the name of the emperor, entered upon a path whereby the West could be beaten at its own game. Besides adopting Western standards in technology and science, they needed to create a nation, " Japan," which was no longer divided into social castes and territorial units but based on an identity-building " axis," a nation that could act for itself and eventually enter the world scene as an imperialistic national state. As the Japanese theoretician of culture, Maruyama Masao, so impressively states, this " axis " was located in the institution of the imperial house, onto which all the old patterns of loyalty and retainership could be projected and transferred.5 This fundamental change encompassed all areas of society. Thus the martial virtues of the former samurai caste were from this point on transferred to the entire Japanese folk, who, within the framework of a general military obligation, now had to be responsible for an army and a navy in the interest of the new state. For centuries the peasants, and later on the citizenry, had been strictly forbidden to bear arms. Now, however, these groups formed the backbone of the national interests of Japan.
It is obvious that such a general change in the consciousness of the general populace was only possible by means of far-reaching state measures. The state needed a state populace (in Japanese, " kokumin ") even to be capable of existing. Like everywhere else in the world, the rulers of Japan during the Meiji period discovered two particular institutions to be especially useful for their objectives: the military, and basic schooling.
By means of a general military obligation practically all young men could be indoctrinated ideologically into the meaning of the state. The basis for this was formulated in special governmental guides that provided the rules for all military life. 6 Even so, the military was only a secondary objective. The true "school of the nation " was the school itself. In October 1890, in the famous " Imperial Rescript on Education," the ethical values and the moral standards that were to form the basis of the modern Japanese nation were set down.7 The Rescript on Education was intended mainly to regulate the pedagogical foundations of education in Japanese primary schools by laying down the primary principles for an obligatory moral instruction (shushin). Its real meaning, however, goes far beyond this. In reality the Rescript presented the moral foundation of the late Meiji State and thus the official foundation of kokutai thought, as a " non-religious religion" of "magical power," as Maruyama Masao has called it.8
The real mystical value given to the text of the Rescript itself can be seen by the fact that, along with the portrait of the emperor, an official copy of the text was to be honored in the schools as a holy object, just three months after it was proclaimed. With this the Rescript itself became the object of quasi-religious worship. It was the incarnation and materialization of the spiritual essence of Japan, its kokutai.
By means of the Rescript on Education the dominant doctrine was made obligatory, and its dissemination to the people through moral education and military training was assured. Official commentaries on the Rescript, particularly the famous (and infamous) Kokutai no hongi of 1937,9 thus became key means for maintaining and disseminating the entire ideological system. This condition essentially persisted until the end of the Pacific War in 1945, when the defeat of Japan led not only to a change in the constitution but also a revision in school instruction. Until 1945 the school was the principal channel for the nationalistic education of the folk.10
Primary education in particular played a decisive role in this regard. By means of centrally unified teaching plans and curriculum, regional differences were to be leveled out, including linguistic and dialectical differences. National pride and a pan-Japanese sense of community were instilled in children by means of stories in the readers for primary education (Shogaku kokugo tokuhon) [SKT] . It is thus of enormous value to look at the contents of these school primers closely. The books of the early Showa period will receive our special attention.
In the 12 small volumes of the SKT of the Showa years 8 to 13
(1933-38),11 there is a wide variety of subject areas. The curriculum included the most varied topic groups, insofar as they could be presented to children of this age. But the reading materials were not supposed to teach only reading skills; they were chosen for forming the minds of children along the lines of the Rescript on Education and its diverse clarifications. Thus it is not surprising that the very first item in the first volume (booklet 1, 1933) begins with a picture of a cherry blossom, the national symbol of Japan, and is followed by a picture of marching toy soldiers, with the caption below: susume susume heitai susume ("Advance, advance; army, advance! ").12 Then comes a drawing of little children under a rising sun with an appropriate text and a portion of the Japanese national flag: hinomaru no hata banzai banzai (" The flag of the rising sun, forever, forever! "). of Japanese fairy tales will recognize most of these. They form the core of Japanese "national fairy tales," stories now familiar to every person in Japan. Their great popularity can be attributed to the fact that they were included in these elementary school readers. In this way they gained the status of widely disseminated pan-Japanese fairy tales. Though some of them might have been known in different regions in different variant forms, the school had a normative effect on the tales and thus fulfilled its task of developing a common national consciousness.
Booklet number 3 is interesting in this regard. Here one finds five fairy tales similar to those in the first two booklets. Also included here is a tale with the title Kunibiki, which at first looks like a fairy tale but in reality is a simplified form of an archaic Japanese myth, the myth of " The Pulling of the Land."26 This tendency is continued in booklet 4, where there are no more fairy tales, but only tales from that fuzzy realm where myth, legend, and fairy tale come together, which were then adapted by the use of children's expressions: Kaguyahime,27 Shirousagi,28 Yuriwaka,29 and Hagoromo.30 These tales have clearly been placed where fairy tales appeared in the first three booklets.
A quick look at the subsequent booklets verifies this picture. In booklet 5 we find no fairy tales or legends at all, only the most important materials of traditional Shinto mythology. First there is a treatment of the heavenly cave where the sun goddess has retreated (Ame no iwayado),31 then the " eight-forked serpent" that the god Susanoo conquered (Yamata no orochi),32 followed by the myth about the little god Sukuna-hikona no mikoto.33 This volume concludes with a descrip-tion of the descent of the " heavenly grandchild " Ninigi no Mikoto34 to earth and the fate of the two gods Hoderi and Hoori no Mikoto. 35 The core of Japanese mythology is thus presented in these tales. Then booklets 6 and 7 finish off the cycle with stories about the " first emperor of Japan" (Jinmu Tenn6)36 and conclude with the conquests and other deeds of the first great Japanese hero, Yamato Takeru, the "Brave Man from Yamato."
The fairy tales, legends, and myths in these readers clearly have a specific and easily recognizable objective: to familiarize children with what the political leadership of the country viewed as the core of national tradition. In this way fairy tales are placed alongside tales about gods, heroes, and emperors from the most ancient Japanese stories. Just how clearly individual motifs and materials from this tradition are bound up with recent Japanese nationalism will be pointed out next, using one example that highlights the function of fairy-tale materials in this context. Many, many years ago there was once a grandfather and a grandmother. One day the grandfather had gone to the mountains to collect twigs, and the grandmother had gone to the river to wash clothes. While she was washing the clothes a large peach came tumbling, floating down the river. The grandmother plucked the peach out and returned home with it. When the grandfather returned home from the mountains, the grandmother showed him the peach. The grandfather was pleased and said: "That is an unusually large peach! " But when the grandmother cut the peach in two pieces, a boy came out of its center. Because he was born out of a peach, the grandfather gave the boy the name Momotar6 (" Peach Boy ").
Momotar6 grew up quickly and became unusually strong. One day he spoke to the grandfather and the grandmother and said: " Because I will go to Devils' Island to conquer the devils, I ask that you give me millet dumplings to take along." Then both of them made him dumplings. Momotaro left the house enthused.
After he had gone a short distance he encountered a dog: "Momotaro, Momotaro, where are you going? " "I am going to Devils' Island to conquer the devils." "What is that you have hanging at your side? " " These are the best millet dumplings in Japan." " If you will give me one, I'll follow you as your companion." So Momotar6 gave the dog one dumpling and the dog followed him as his servant.
After a while they met a monkey. "Momotar6, Momotaro, where are you going? " " I am going to Devils' Island to conquer the devils." "What is that you have hanging at your side?" " These are the best millet dumplings in Japan." " If you will give me one, I'll follow you as your companion." And thus the monkey also received a dumpling and followed him as a servant.
Accompanied According to the Japanese doctrine of the " Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere," the peoples of Southeast Asia were to be freed of Euro-American, i.e., "white," imperialism. The former appear conceptually as Momotar6's helpful troops (in the role of the accompanying dog, monkey, or pheasant of the fairy tale) or as child-like and naive natives suppressed by the " demons," and they are freed by Momotar6 and his companions from their oppression by the demons.
In this way the events of the war could be presented in generallyknown and thus easily comprehended categories. Momotaro was the " pure Japanese hero," the enemies were "foreign demons." Dower asserts in his commentary that at the core of this Momotar6-paradigm there is an antagonism that can be described through the polar opposites "the pure self" and "the demonic other." The postulated " purity " of Japan is documented in moral superiority (DOWER 1986, 205) . The "homogeneity" of the nation (216), based on a common origin, was functioning as a foundation for Japanese purity and was making the Japanese into a "leadership race" (shid6 minzoku) (203). These are the well-known ideological pillars of wartime Japanese nationalism, propagated especially at that time through the school and the military. A presentation that assigns the enemy to a diametrically opposed position and brands him as a " demonic other," must have proven to be an exceptionally useful propaganda instrument. One's own "purity" can glow all the more brightly the darker the " demonic " enemy is drawn. Dower notes that this pattern took shape shortly after the outbreak of the war. " Phrases such as 'devilish Americans and English' (kichiku Bei-Ei) and 'American devils' (Beiki) were firmly in place as everyday Japanese war words, and the juxtaposition of a pure and sacred homeland imperiled by bestial and demonic outsiders was sharply Not even the eagle can fly a thousand miles without stopping; how is a heron supposed to be able to fly more than one or two miles? For sure an island lies in that direction, so let us follow them.49
Tametomo climbs into a boat with his companions and in the early morning they finally see the outlines of an island. When Tametomo lands, several unusual and mysterious beings come upon them.
They are more than ten feet tall, covered all over with black hair-like cattle, the source says-and wear swords at their sides. The monsters speak an incomprehensible language, nevertheless one can communicate with them. Never before, they indicate, has a man from Japan come to them and been able to return again afterwards.
Throughout the ages the rough winds had destroyed all the boats. Nevertheless, Tametomo has succeeded in landing. He gets to know an island where there are neither wet nor dry rice fields, nor fruits nor silk nor cotton-an uncultivated region in the true meaning of the word. The inhabitants live on fish and birds, but they know neither nets nor boats, neither bird traps nor bird-lime.
Tametomo shows them the art of shooting with a bow, whereupon the frightened monsters submit to the hero. Thus he crossed the ocean, subjugating and pacifying islands and highlands. So it was that the boat, following the tide, moved along until it finally reached an island. For this reason it was in the beginning called Liu-ch'iu.57 Tametomo saw mountains on the island; there were beings who, even though they were most unusual, were similar in shape to humans; on the right side of their head they bore horns. They were such that they were called demons."8 After Tametomo had subjugated and pacified them it was his sons and his grandsons who down through the generations were the rulers of the island.59
Of special note here is that the inhabitants of Ryikyu are presented as non-human demons. similar to those of the " Island of the Demons" of the Hogen monogatari.
Tametomo's role as a bringer of culture-a culture hero and an originator of nearly mythical dimensions-can also be explained in this way. The hero from Japan was not only the physical father of the founder of the first " real " dynasty of the land, but in the final analysis was responsible for changing the inhabitants of these distant southern islands from demon-like beings into true humans! In the Hogen monogatari the demons are released for the first time from their barbarian, pre-human existence by Tametomo. Through their annexation to Japan, which meant the duty to pay tribute to Hachijo, they gained entrance into the circle of the cultivated, i.e., the human world. By the replacement of the indefinite " Island of the Demons" of the Hogen monogatari with the concrete geographical realm of Ryuikyui, this view of what is demonically foreign and living at the edge of the known world could also be transferred to that specific place. If the " Island of the Demons " and Okinawa were identical, then the inhabitants must have originally been truly demons.
Still, the Nanpo bunshu establishes only one popular viewpoint, according to which the islands south of Japan were in general " demon worlds " and their inhabitants ate humans.
This estimation of the people obviously goes back to a short note in a relatively old source, the Konjaku monogatari. There, in a travelogue of the Tendai monk Enchin (814-91), we find the following concerning Ryuikyi: " This land lies in the middle of the ocean; it is a land where humans are eaten."60
The Chinese Sui-shu annals report on the barbaric land Liu-ch'iu, where under certain conditions-after battles take place-humans are eaten.61 It is doubtful, however, that the archipelago really knew cannibalism or head-hunting. A diametrically opposed interpretation seems much more meaningful. Because demons or " devils" (oni) are, according to folk belief, by definition devourers of humans, the inhabitants of distant regions that are considered uncivilized and considered to be " demon worlds " must be cannibals. The strength of this prejudice is seen in full clarity in the case presented by the monk Enchin, who, even though he never set foot on the islands, was convinced of the cannibalism of the inhabitants.62 Yoshida T6go comments in his summary article on the concept of the " demon-world island " (kikai-shima),63 that this represents from a Japanese viewpoint a general designation for the southern islands.
The Heike monogatari of early medieval Japan, the most important Japanese war history, supplies another reference. In it, a " demonworld island" plays a role as a place of banishment.64 In the year 1177 Taira no Kiyomori had banished his opponents Fujiwara no Naritsune, Taira no Yasuyori, and the monk Shunkan to this undesirable island. The text describes the island as a horrible place difficult to reach. The inhabitants had a completely different look about them; they were dark and as hairy as oxen; they did not understand the Japa-nese language; they owned no clothing; they did not know how to farm, only how to hunt. Overall, they did not resemble humans.65 Upon closer scrutiny it can be found that this non-human demon world did not refer to an island a long distance from the Japanese main islands, but to the island I6-jima, situated only 40 kilometers south of Satsuma.66 The realm of devilish non-humans thus began right at the " threshold " of the Japanese mainland. This notion, as we saw, is found in other parts of tradition, for example in the Heike monogatari, which also knows about a " DemonWorld Island" (kikai-ga-shima), whose inhabitants are described exactly the same way. Only in this case the story is about the small island of I6-jima, which is known in Japanese history as a place of banishment, similar to the Izu Islands. In this way, any distant island or region on the periphery of the Japanese world could become the realm of threatening demons. Its demonic nature consisted exclusively in its foreignness and, in regard to the ethnocentric standpoint, the " uncultured nature " of its inhabitants. Every distant and foreign region could appear as a potential " devil's world " that needed to be " cultivated." It was the task of the warrior to pacify these peripheral regions, to subjugate them to the Japanese order and thus open them up to its culture.
MINAMOTO NO YOSHITSUNE, SUBDUER OF NORTH AND EAST
The most famous of these warriors is yet another warrior from the lineage of Minamoto whose idealized career suggests parallels in more than one point to the development of Tametomo The most revealing version for us, however, is the one that reports the flight of Yoshitsune to Ezo, i.e., Hokkaido, where he finally becomes the cultural hero of the Ainu.71 According to KINDAICHI (1925, 307; also PHILIPPI 1979, 187), the legend that Yoshitsune became the " Okikirmui" of the Ainu was passed on by such illustrious researchers as Chamberlain and Batchelor. The earliest written report of the ostensible flight of Yoshitsune to Hokkaido can be found, according to WATA-NABE (1966, 214) , in the miscellany of the scholar from the Edo period, Arai Hakuseki,72 who also had played an important role in the spread of the Tametomo material.73
The comparison between Tametomo and Yoshitsune indicates that both figures-as prototypical Japanese heroes-not only traveled to the foreign regions on the borders of the known Japanese world, which were conceived of as uncultivated and existing outside of human existence, and thus were demonic, but also conquered them and brought them under Japanese control. Hokkaido in the north, the Izu Islands in the east, Ryukyui in the south/southwest-those were the originally barbaric regions now considered to be within the sphere of Japanese influence.
YURIWAKA-DAIJIN
If one deals with the adventures of Japanese heroes on demon islands, another man's name must be included, a man whose fate is closely as-sociated with the Devils' Island tradition: Yuriwaka-daijin (Minister Yuriwaka). As a field officer he defeated the Mongolians, but through the treason of his companions he had to remain behind on a lonely island. Only after a long time does Yuriwaka find his way back, and then he takes revenge on the unfaithful ones. Dorson cites the primary version, in which, however, there is no mention of a demon island. Yuriwaka is presented as a warrior who-like Tametomo-possesses extraordinary physical strength. " By order of the emperor he was appointed governor of Bungo, and went down to Tsukushi [Kyishu] to destroy the Mongolian forces that were attacking Japan at that time " (DORSON 1979, 154) . Upon his return Yuriwaka lands on the small island where he is deceived by his own companions.
The fate of Yuriwaka-daijin, like that of Yoshitsune, was given a varied literary treatment.74 In the fairy-tale versions and local legends of Iki Island (in Kyiishii) there is a notable difference in the contents: there Yuriwaka is not sent out against the Mongolians but against the demons of the " Devils' Island "! With great courage and still greater trickery he succeeds in subduing the king of the island's demons. Thereafter, however, he is, as in the "historical" reports, deceived by his companions.75
Here, too, we recognize a specific equating of the threatening foreigners (in the legend it is the attacking Mongolians) with the devils of the demon island (Oni-ga-shima). And yet this hero is lacking one essential element that unites Yoshitsune and Tametomo: Yuriwaka is no cultural hero who conquers the primitive demonic worlds and subjugates their inhabitants to his own culture. At the center of his story stands the deception, the treason, of his companions and his delayed return home. It is obvious, however, in this case, how easily tradition was able to replace the realm of the real foreigners (Mongolians) with the sphere of the unreal, the demonic. Oni-ga-shima, the "Devils' Island," could thus become a synonym for the realm of the only real enemies that had ever attacked Japan: the Mongolians.76 We do not find another such obvious association of foreign conquerors with the island demons of the fairy tale until the modern age, in Japanese war propaganda of the 1930s and the 1940s that had the motif of Momotar6's battle against the European-American " island demons." YAMATO TAKERU, THE ARCHETYPAL CONQUEROR Let us return to the heroic figures Tametomo and Yoshitsune.
Just how much their behavior follows traditional patterns in regard to what is " barbarously foreign " can be seen in the case of yet another hero, one who can be conceived of as the archetype of these " frontier heroes," as I would like to call them. This hero leads us, finally, into mythical times and places and reveals the depth of Japanese patterns of dealing with what is foreign.
We are dealing here with Yamato Takeru, the legendary son of the equally legendary twelfth emperor, Keiko. According to the sources, that " first Japanese hero " distinguished himself already in his youth, just like Tametomo in a later age, through such enormous physical strength that even his own father, Keik6, was so afraid of it that he sent his son to the south (also west), up against the Kumaso. With the help of tricks of war the youthful hero was able to annihilate the Kumaso chieftains.77
When he returned to the court, Yamato Takeru was immediately sent out once again, this time against the Emishi in the north (or east).78 Here, too, he was victorious. Only when, full of impetuosity and bold infatuation, he turned against a godhead79 was the fate of Yamato Takeru, the " brave man of Yamato," fulfilled.
One detail in the tradition surrounding Yamato Takeru is reminiscent of the Tametomo material. In the Tametomo legend, the presence of his wife on board the ship is a hindrance to their sea voyage, causing her to leave the ship. Yamato Takeru's wife Oto-tachibanahime makes a safe sea voyage of the hero possible by " abandoning " their common ship, i.e., she sacrifices herself by jumping into the ocean!80 Even more obvious is the parallel in the Bakin novel version, where Shiranui, the wife of Tametomo in the novel, secures a safe sea voyage for the hero by drowning herself in the stormy sea.81
In the figure of Yamato Takeru is revealed the archetype of the Japanese "frontier hero ": one who pacifies with trickery and power those frontier regions that were looked upon as barbarian-and thus as " demonic "-and subjugates them to his own culture.
CONCLUSION THE TAMETOMO LEGEND AND THE IMPERIAL STATE IDEOLOGY
In the year 1940 Imperial Japan celebrated the 2,600th anniversaryin fact purely fictitious-of the " inauguration of the Emperor Jinmu." Because of these celebrations an historical work was also printed in a jubilee edition that attempted, in a way that scarcely any other writing had done, to legitimize the imperial system historically. It was the The monk Enchin traveled on a ship of the Chinese merchant Ch'in Liang-hui to T'ang. Along the way they ran into a typhoon, which took them off course and to Ryufkyf. There they saw in the distance ten men standing on the coast who were armed with spears. Because of the great storm they saw no way out, so Liang-hui spoke with great concern: " Soon we will be devoured by the Ryukyu people, what shall we do? " Enchin prayed to Buddha and presently a southeast wind arose; they were thus able to escape (Dainihonshi Vol. 5: 733) .
It is worth noting that this report represents the main source for the ostensible cannibalism of the islanders, even though the people in the story never set foot on the island but merely follow their own preconceived opinions! Also, in further reports of the Dainihonshi, Ryukyu is, as you might expect, presented in an unfavorable light. Finally, however, Tame-tomo appears on the scene, and the Tametomo material is laid out according to the " classical" version, in accord with the Nanpo bunshu and other traditions.
In the Dainihonshi the eminently political function of the Tametomo material can be seen. Here it is categorically asserted that only those who are legitimized as coming from "Yamato Japanese" can belong to the Japanese nation. This legitimization derives exclusively from mythology. Only those realms that are mentioned in Japanese mythology, and are thus legitimized, belong within the circle of what is "actually" Japanese. By means of mythology the boundaries of what is " internal," as opposed to what is " external," are determined.
Regions like Okinawa, Hokkaido, the Izu Islands, and others that lie not only geographically on the periphery of this ethnocentric world view, remain either barbarian/non-human, i.e., " demonic," or they are subsequently brought by Japanese culture heroes (Tametomo, Yoshitsune, Yamato Takeru) into this circle, without standing a chance of really entering into the inner core of the mythologically legitimized community.
MOMOTARO AND THE" SPIRIT OF JAPAN"
As I said in the beginning, this mythological-legitimizing concept has played a decisively ideological role, especially in modern Japan. The entire structure of the Japanese kokutai was based on the idea of a Japanese "family state " that united the entire Japanese folk into an inclusive mystical union, and that was conceived of as real. The ideological quintessence states: the emperor and the folk are one, united through their common heritage. 83 As laid out in the beginning, the maxims of this nationalism based on religion have been disseminated in the schools (and the military) ever since the year 1890, ever since the Imperial Rescript on Education. The textbooks of primary school instruction played a decisive role in this. They assumed the function of transmitting to children, by means of didactic and penetrating examples, the primary principles (hongi) of Japanese ethics.
It is thus more understandable why the story of Momotaro had to acquire in this regard a special meaning. It can be seen now, based on the historical motif analysis, that a subtle ideological net had indeed been woven by placing together the contents of fairy tale, legend, and myth in the form of reading materials for textbooks. First there were the fairy tales with Momotar6 in a prominent position, followed by the important materials of legends and myth traditions, and finally there appeared, as an end to this cycle, in booklets 6 and 7, the deeds of the great hero of antiquity, Yamato Takeru. With the two figures of Momotar6 and Yamato Takeru the circle is closed. We recognize that Momotar6 in the textbooks is simply the child-like, naive form of the ancient Japanese hero and conqueror, Yamato Takeru. Children who were familiarized at the beginning of their school years with Momotar6 arrive, at the end of a spiritual cycle so decisive for propagating the Japanese national ethic, at the figure of Yamato Takeru. It was Yamato Takeru who was the first one, following the myth, to formulate in a very powerful way the love of homeland and the special " spirit of Japan" (Yamato damashii). He was also the first one to confront the " foreigners " on the outermost frontiers of the known world, to conquer their regions for Yamato, thus to become the primary image of the brave, homeland-loving Japanese warrior-and he also belonged to the imperial house, as his name indicates: Yamato Takeru The superiority of their own nation, their virtues that outshone those of all other lands, legitimized from the viewpoint of kokutai nationalism Japan's claim for leadership in East Asia. Here, too, it is once again mythical antiquity that offered the model. In the Kokutai no hongi it is stated that the wars against Russia and China for the annexation of Korea during the Meiji period, as well as the founding of Manchukuo, were analogous to-and a continuation of-the expansion of the Japanese folk in antiquity, the battles against the Ainu in northern Japan, and the procedure against the ancient Korean kingdom of Shiragi in the early historical age.
The heroes from legend and history thus offered perfect identification patterns and images for the propagation of state ideals that were spread through education, the military, and war propaganda.
The fairy-tale hero Momotar6 thus played the important role of appearing right at the beginning of this series of didactic images. In this way the story of Momotaro transmitted subtly to the smallest, the youngest, school pupils what official wartime Japan considered the goal of its ideological education. With the fairy tale of the " Peach Boy" the gate to " Japanese spirit " was opened. 
